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SUPERVISOR’S EVALUATION OF THE ACM PROGRAM 
 

 

 

As a supervisor of at least one ACM student intern this trimester, we seek your feedback on the 

quality of our program as reflected in our students.  We appreciate any suggestions you may 

have to ensure that our students meet the requirements of industry. 

 

 

1. Is this the first time you supervised an ACM intern?    __________ 

 

 

2. How many ACM interns did you supervise this trimester?   __________ 

 

 

3. How would you rate the ACM student intern/s with respect to their competencies and other 

work ethic attributes?  

 

(5 = outstanding, 4 = very good, 3 = good, 2 = needs improvement, 1 = poor, 0 = no basis) 

 

Attribute Rating 

Quality of job performance  

Comprehension  

Problem solving skills  

Written communication skills  

Oral communication skills  

Computer application skills  

Compliance with company’s set rules and regulations  

Time management skills  

Ability to motivate oneself  

Ability to work well with others  

Exhibits willingness to learn  

Can work with minimal supervision  

Professional conduct  
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4. How would you compare the performance of ACM interns as against others who have 

undertaken an on-the-job training with you? 

 

(2 = much better, 1 = somewhat better 0 = about the same, -1 = somewhat poor, -2 = much 

poorer) 

 

Attribute  Rating 

Quality of job performance  

Comprehension  

Problem solving skills  

Written communication skills  

Oral communication skills  

Computer application skills  

Compliance with company’s set rules and regulations  

Time management skills  

Ability to motivate oneself  

Ability to work well with others  

Exhibits willingness to learn  

Can work with minimal supervision  

Professional conduct  

 

 

5. What is the likelihood that you will select an ACM student for your future internship 

requirement?  Please indicate in terms of percentage, with 100% as highest.    ___________ 

 

 

6. All things being equal, what is the likelihood that you will hire an ACM graduate should 

your organizational unit have a vacancy? Please indicate in percentage.         ____________ 

 

 

7. How would you rate the effectiveness of DLSU in preparing ACM students to meet the needs 

and demands of the workforce?  Please indicate in percentage.          ____________ 
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8. What suggestions can you make in program content or delivery so that we will be able to 

better prepare our students for the 21st century workplace? 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________   

Signature of Company Supervisor/Date   

 

 

 

In the presence of: 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

Signature of Faculty Adviser/Date 

 

 


